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Abstract
A vehicle’s engine is a combination of mechanical, electical and electronic components with
capabilities of converting chemical to mechanical energy. It is widely used in evey kind of
transportation system, such as vehicles, trains, airoplanes e.t.c. Test-bench is a tool for anykind of
testing, of any kind of device, depending on the purpose of the project. In general, it includes
integrations of mechanical parts, electrical connections, embedded systems, e.t.c. Test-bench is able
to lead to verification of working condition, detecting faulty components, monitoring testings for
data analysis, including evolutions of devices and development of testing projects. Developing a
test-bench for didactic purposes and giving the chance to the students for hands-on the engine and
the testing procedure, is a challenging research project. This written thesis presents an integrated
didactic and an implemented by hand research, for the collaboration of the institution Filos and
Politecnico di Torino. This work comes after the already existing engine, instrumentation, actuators
and ECU and their dependencies on the integration with the embedded systems, electronic
components and electrical connections. The approach permits the creation of a team of three
students to develop parts of this thesis. This thesis report presents the design parts, the connectors
mapping, the testing procedures, data acquisition, results analysis, and a project for future work.
The results show the good and defective working condition of the engine, as a tool for the students
to use and to evolve.

Keywords : Test-bench , didactic , instrumentation, sensors, actuators, test-stand,
embedded systems, ECU, data acquisition, data analysis, testing procedures
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Test bench for a car’s engine, is a tool for measuring and testing the operating behavior and the
mechanical characteristics of an engine. We use it for locating faults and malfunctions of the engine
and of the components of the engine. The test-bench itself can be built by different materials and in
different constructed ways, according to the type of engine and the testings, which are required. In
the present thesis an engine test bench was developed and described aiming at the study of the
working principles of the engine. Thus it is a tool for:
•
•

trainers to teach
students to learn

In the present project a FIRE ICE1 engine was tested. The test stand used for this testing, is a robust
bench made out of steel. The data acquisition is obtained by embedded systems2.
The term FIRE refers to the first engine that was fully integrated by robots known as « Fully
Integrated Robotized Engine », which was a simple mechanical straight-4 engine, with all four
cylinders placed in a straight line. At first the FIRE was a carburetor engine, then it evolved to a
single point injection (S.P.I.), later progressed to a multi-point injection (M.P.I.). In addition, the
latest evolution was the sequential multi-point injection (S.M.P.I.).
ICE engine is referred to an internal combustion engine, in which, the combustion between the fuel
and the air occurs in the combustion chamber. This specific combustion produces a significant
expansion of high temperature and pressure gases. The gases apply a force to different components
of the engine to produce a mechanical energy.
In the present activity, a special focus is on the didactic part. The system has two didactic targets.
The first part deals with didactic materials for the trainers. And the second, for the students. This
kind of didactic materials will be able to provide to the students a tool for their understanding and
hands on learning about engine working features and reciprocal parameters influences.

1.1 Background

The type of the engine and the cause of the testing can define a lot of the design process of the
testbench. First, we have a wide range of materials and forms of testbenches, in order for us to
construct the right testbench for the right engine. Second, the design of the extra implementations
on a testbench, such as; timeplots to check the performance of the system under testing as,
electronic parts, and microcontrollers used as a ECUs. Third, the choice of the appropriate software
for the gathering of data, processing and analising data and, mapping them in the form accordingly
to our needs.
In literature several papers are present dealing with engine test-benches, for different purposes. For
example, [The Development of a Small Diesel Engine Test Bench, Employing an Electric
Dynamometer], a MD thesis is dedicated to the design and development of a test bench for a small
disel engine, for testing small quantities of biofuel.In [company reference: easy-run] a company
created different types of teststands for various types of engines or testings (test stands with
different dimensions for a wide range of engine tyoes); in [youtube: cirillo188] an amateur

1

2

FIRE describes the type of construction of the engine and ICE describes the type of function of combustion of the
engine.
Embedded systems is the integration and communication of software and hardware.

1

developed a teststand of a vespa motor, according to the functionality that they need to pursuit their
hobbies. The referred engine can be of any size and kind of engine, from a car’s to a train’s engine.

1.2 Purpose

The necessity of the project’s formation lies on the fact that we needed to create a project that will
give hands on learning to consolidate the understanding of the working condition of the engine and
all the other components. We have to analise the purpose of the two following parts of our project.
First the part of the testbench and the whole system based on it, for testing the engine, and second
the didactical part, for understanding and learning purposes. Thus, a requirement of the project is
user friendliness and simplicity.
For understanding the purpose of the part that deals with the testbench and the whole system based
on it we have to think that, as we said before, we need a simple system that will be able to give us
the working condition of the engine. For this reason we need to analise what happens in the engine
if we change some variables (thus testing) and to compare between desirable or expected results and
results that we get out of the testing. It is important, to know what the behaviour of the engine is in
normal or fault conditions, so that we can understand how ithe whole system of our project works.
For analising the purposes that are related to the didactical part, we first need to know the level of
the students that we address to. Since we are addressing to high school students’ level we agree that
we need to have a simple project for better understanding and analising. By testing the whole
system, gathering data and analising it, the students will be able to create critical thinking and get
familiar with analising systems according to the collected data.

1.3 Components

The project is composed by the following main components:






The test-stand
The engine
The sensors & instrumentations
Electronic & electrical parts
Embedded systems

Test-bench is the integration of the components. The sensors are implemented in the engine, which
is placed in the test-stand3. The electronic and electrical parts help with the functionality of the
whole system. And the embedded systems are responsible of the data acquisition.

1.4 Methods

The method4 will be presented on the following steps :








3
4

Design of the test stand, on which all the components will be placed.
Verifying the working condition of the instrumentation and actuators, which are selected.
Performance of a comparison between the range of values of the working condition of the
instrumentation and actuators, and the reference tables for them, provided by the lab
supervisor.
Electrical and electronic connections according to the schematics, provided by the lab
supervisor, as well as the modification of them.
Design and fabrication of other complementary components.
« Learning » of the ECU and calibration of instrumentation and actuators
Data acquisition, via embedded systems.
First implementations of embedded systems for substituting the ECU.

Test-stand is only the bench, in which the engine is placed.
Method is a systematic procedure for fulfilling a specific target

2

1.5 Individual contribution

This project is developed in a team basis. A group of three students elaborated to design, and realize
the didactic test bench of a vehicle's engine. The project is divided in three parts, so that each
student will develop an important segment, which will be integrated with the other parts, under the
supervision of the lab supervisor.
In this thesis report, it is presented the segment of the following:










Design the test-stand in the software FreeCad.
Calibration.
Mapping connectors:
i. Circuit of sensors for ECU
ii.
OBD
iii.
Fuses
iv.
Relays
Testing procedure
Bypassing failure of sensors
Data acquisition.
Results analysis.
Project for data acquisition/logging for rpm sensor.

3

Chapter 2 Bibliographic review
During the early stages of developing the presented project, a research was conducted to decide the
design and actualization of the didactic test bench5. This experimental system is composed by
various components, which have been mentioned previously. One more significant addition to the
previous purposes of this experiment, will be to trigger and improve the students’ critical thinking.

2.1 Engine test-stand

An engine test stand is where the engine is set, in order to perform the testing process. Basically, it
is a mean to keep the engine steadily, for testing and classification. Thus, it is possible to apply
different kinds of operations and in many different ways, depending on the object of interest.
Moreover, it is used to provide measurement outcomes of multiple physical variables.
Consequently, for designing a test stand that will be the right solution for this specific project, we
have to define some parameters. The parameters are listed as follows:
•

Cost, which is the parameter that defines the quality of the test stand.



Material, which depends on the cost but also on the importance of it.



Shape/form, which is defined by the type and the characteristics of the engine.



Robustness, which is needed to withstand the fast changeovers and the static forces of the
engine, for preventing the destruction of the test bench. But it is also needed to endure the
dynamic forces and to absorb the vibrations of the engine, for ensuring the good quality of
the measured signals.



Safety measures, which add in our design, some parts that can ensure the safety between
human and system during the test interaction.

The safety measures are considered only at the end of the integration of this project, because a lot of
modifications needed to be done, even at the last moment.

To conclude, it is given to understand that the test stand is an important component of a test
bench. Hence, the design and the application of the test stand depend on the needs and the
interests of the goal of the project.
2.2 Engine

The engine is a machine, which is composed by mechanical parts. By moving these mechanical
parts the power gets converted to motion. For this conversion, the following elements are some of
the essential needed elements:
• the high temperature
• the electric power
• the compressed air
• the fuel.
As an outcome, this machine provides power supply to the vehicle.

5

Test-bench is the whole integrated system of this project.

4

The engine used in the test bench is taken from the vehicle Fiat, model punto. The volume of
cylinders is 1.2 l6 i.e.7, with four cylinders and four strokes8 of piston per cylinder, and the
combustion is described as internal, spark ignition. For this specific engine, the internal combustion
means that as a gas, a mixture of fuel and air is used.
In addition, the engine is a combination of air and exhaust manifolds. In the figure 1, it is easily
understood the way that the engine works, by combining these manifolds. As it can be seen, both of
them are linked directly to the SI core of Engine.

Figure 1: Engine as a combination of Intake and Exhaust manifold.

2.2.1 Spark-ignition combustion engine

The spark-ignition combustion engine is referred to an engine combined by the 2 following
elements:
•
•
•

ICE9
SI10
Four-stroke engine

2.2.1.1 ICE engine

Describes the engine’s combustion. The combustion of the mixture fuel-air occurs in the
combustion chamber11. The detonation produces high-temperature gases, which with the help of the
high-temperature apply forces to components such as pistons and transforms this chemical energy
into mechanical energy.
The [Fiat Bravo/a Service Manual Volume], a manual for FIAT engines of the same specifications
gives the following formulas for an efficient fuel-air mixture and a good working engine.
• The fuel-air mixture ratio is represented as follows:
Equation 1
quantity of air taken by engine
α=
quantity of fuel injected
6
7
8
9
10
11

L means litters.
Electronic injection.
Four-strokes is one full cycle.
ICE is the internal engine
SI is the spark ignition
Combustion chamber is the cylinders of the engine’s piston

5

•

Stochiometric ratio is represented as follows:
Equation 2
theoritical quantity of air 12
α st=
quantity of fuel injected

•

Mixture concentration is represented as follows :
Equation 3
quantity of aire takenby engine
λ=
theoritical quantity of air

2.2.1.2 SI engine

SI is a specification of an internal combustion engine, during which the spark ignites the fuel-air
mixture. The last, if between the stroke of intake and exhaust, is compressed in the cylinder by the
piston and at a certain moment when:
•
• the pressure of the mixture is high enough
• the spark occurs
the detonation happens.

2.2.1.3 Four-stroke engine

Four-cycle13 is a specification of the internal combustion engine. The piston is attached on the
crankshaft, which rotates the base of the piston. As a consequence, this rotational movement is
completing four-cycles. One cycle is the extended and full movement of the piston in the cylinder.
In the figure 2, there are visible all the four-cycles, which are explained in the following order:

12
13
14
15

•

Intake
In this stroke, the piston travels from the TDC14 to BDC15 position. As the piston travels
downwards, it creates a vacuum pressure and gets through the intake valve & the injectors,
the fuel-air mixture.

•

Compression
In this stroke, the piston travels from the BDC to TDC, while compressing the fuel-air
mixture. For this reason the intake and exhaust valves should be closed. When the piston
reaches at the TDC the compressed mixture is ready for the internal combustion.

•

Combustion
This is the ignition stroke, during which:
i. The piston travels from the TDC to BDC
ii. The intake and exhaust valves are closed
iii. The crankshaft completes a full 360 degrees of revolution.
At the TDC position the spark ignites the combustion, which creates a high-pressure. The
last forces the piston to travel downwards, to the BDC position and as a consequence to turn
the crankshaft.

•

Exhaust
In this stroke the piston travels from the BDC to TDC position, while the outlet of the fuelair mixture is occurred. Thus, the exhaust valve should be open.

Theoritical quantity of air required.
Four-cycle is the four-stroke.
TDC is the Top Dead Center, which is the maximum extended position that the piston can get in the cylinder.
BDC is the Bottom Dead Center, which is the maximum retracted position that the piston can get in the cylinder.

6

Figure 2: Full four-stroke cycle.

2.2.2 Modeling the engine

In this sub-chapter, the mathematical modeling of a SI, four-cylinder engine will be presented. A
well-defined physical principles with empirical relationships, is used to describe the system's
dynamic behavior by neglecting unnecessary complexity. It will also be performed as a standalone
engine simulation in MATLAB(notation: using matlab's existing example).

2.2.2.1 Mathematical model

In [Modeling Engine Timing Using Triggered Subsystems], a Matlab documentation, as referenced
by [Crossley and Cook (1991)], is presenting the simulation of a four-cylinder spark ignition
internal combustion engine and explains and validates a simulation against to a dynamometer test
data. The mathematical model based on Crossley and Cook will be presented as follows:


Throttle
It is the first element of modeling. According to Crossley and Cook, it is expressed as the
function of the angle of the throttle plate, multiplied by the function of atmospheric and
manifold pressure. If the manifold pressure is of low value, then it is neglected.
Equation 1



Intake manifold
The second element of modeling is a differential equation for the manifold pressure.
According to Crossley and Cook, it is expressed as the difference in the input and output
mass flow rates(notation: net rate of air mass with respect to time), and it is proportional
to the time derivative of the manifold pressure(notation: according to the ideal gas law).
Exhaust gas recirculation is neglected.
7

Equation 2



Mass flow rate
The third element is a function of the maniforld pressure and the engine speed. The
equation 3 is derived empirically. The total air charge in each cylinder is obtained by
integrating and sampling the mass flow rate, after the end of each intake stroke event and
before compression.
Equation 3



Compression stroke
In the fourth element, each cylinder fires on every consequent crank revolution. Here, an
equation for compression stroke is not presented because the combustion takes place in a
delay of 180 degrees of a crank rotation, in every intake charge from the consequent end
of intake stroke.



Torque generation and acceleration
In the fifth element, the torque generated by the engine is presented. The following
equation is empirical, and depends:
i.
on the mass of the air charge
ii.
the ratio of air/fuel
iii.
the spark advance
iv.
and the engine speed
Equation 4



Finally, the engine angular acceleration is computed from the equation 5.
Equation 5

2.2.2.2 Simulink model

In [Modeling Engine Timing Using Triggered Subsystems], in conjunction with [Ken Butts, Ford
Motor Company® (2)], it is presented the simulink model for simulating a four-stroke, SI engine. In
the Figure 3, it is given the implementation of a complex nonlinear engine model in Simulink
environment.

8

Figure 3: Simulink model of an SI, 4-stroke engine.

The results will be presented as reference for comparison purposes in the "Chaper 10 Results
analysis".

2.3 Instrumentation and Actuators

For developing this project, instrumentation and actuators are really important tools. The
instrumentation are tools that are needed for the controller of the engine in order to adjust the
control signals, when the actuators are the tools that receive the adjusted control signals to provide a
certain function. As follows the list of the previous tools, which were used for this project.
The instrumentation list for this project is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The knock sensor
The temperature sensor of the engine
The Lambda sensor
The RPM sensor
The throttle
The ambient temperature sensor

The actuators list for this project is as follows:
•
•
•
•

The injectors
The canister
The transformers
The stepper motor

2.4 Embedded systems

Embedded systems are a combination of hardware and software. They can be:




Fixed
programmable
reprogrammable.

9

Additionally, they can be used to many different scientific fields. In this project, they are used for
simulating and diagnosting different components of the test bench. As follows, the embedded
systems that were used for this project:
•
•

Arduino
Bosch and Multiecuscan diagnostics

2.4.1 Arduino UNO

The Arduino UNO is a board with the following specifications:
• open-source
• micro-controller
• microchip Atmega328P.
•
It is composed by the:
•
•

hardware16
and the software17.

This specific model of Arduino is chosen because it:
•
•

has low cost
is practical for only one sensor, due to its size.

In this thesis, it is used to understand the rpm sensor, in order to create, in the future, such a
communication to substitute the ECU. In the Figure 4, it is illustrated the hardware part of the
Arduino UNO that is used.

Figure 4: Arduino uno.

2.4.2 Bosch and Multiecuscan Diagnostics

The Bosch and Multiecuscan Diagnostics have the same working principles. They are a
scan/diagnostic tool for automotive, composed by:


16
17

Hardware, which is an electronic board used for connects vehicle control modules with the
computer. The electronic board:

Hardware means the actual board with the integrated micro-chip.
Arduino boards are compatible with many softwares, such as Kinetis, Matlab and Arduino.

10



i.
Bosch,is illustrated in the Figure 5
ii.
Multiecuscan, is presented in the Figure 6
iii.
Software, which is a program in the computer and:
i.
Interfaces
ii.
Diagnoses
iii.
Reprograms

Figure 5: Bosch Diagnostics electronic board.

Figure 6: Multiecuscan Diagnostics electronic board.

2.5 European On Board Diagnostics

On-board diagnostics (OBD), is a system that gives access to check the subsystems of the vehicle. It
gets evolved constantly, and nowadays it is common to provide real-time data and information
about a detected problem. Physically, it is a hardware interface and more specifically a connector,
which is illustrated in the Figure 7.
There are many types of OBD, such as :
11

•
•
•
•
•
•

M-OBD
OBD-I
OBD-II
EOBD
EOBD fault codes
JOBD

The EOBD that was used in this project is the European on-board Diagnostics (EOBD), which is
the system exclusively for Europe and equivalent to OBD-II. Additionally, only four pinouts are
used, mainly because there is no vehicle, but only the engine.

Figure 7: EOBD connector.
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Chapter 3 Design and Fabrication
In this chapter, the design process and the customization of the components will be demonstrated.
By principle, the design but also the selection of the components should be as simple as possible,
with the intention of being easily understood by the educational level of the students.

3.1 Engine test stand design

In this analysis, the test stand is designed according to the engine that is going to be used for this
project. The specifications of this engine are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand: FIAT
Model: Punto
First FIRE18
Internal combustion
Spark ignition
1.2 i.e.19
Four cylinders
Four-stroke20.

In addition, the most important specification is the dimension and the size of the engine, which is
75cm X 80cm. In the figure 8, it is illustrated the first design of the test-stand. The software used for
the design is called FreeCAD. This software is :




free
easy to learn
easy to use

Figure 8: Initial design of the test-stand.

As the project was being developed, some modifications of our initial designs had to be made.
These modifications are listed as follows:
•

18
19
20

Adjustment & fasten the engine

This specific engine is used for different cars of FIAT, and not only the FIAT Punto.
I.e. stands for 1.2 litters capacity of cylinder electronic injection.
Four-stroke of piston per cylinder.
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Placing only the engine is not enough since with the vibrations21 and fast changeovers the
engine will move from its place. This endangers:
i. the destruction of the whole project(notation: all the components can be damaged)
ii. the safety of the members of the team.
Thus, it is understood that the engine should be well fastened. For this reason, certain holes
were designed on the test-stand, with the intention of holding strongly the engine. In the
figure 9, it is visible the addition of this step.

Figure 9: Adjustment & fasten the engine.

•

Battery support
This modification allows the battery to be placed on the test-stand. In this way, the battery is
an integrated part of the test-bench and not a distant component. This is considered as an
advantage for this project, because there is an immediate access to the battery for emergency
situations & safety reasons. In the figure 10, it is obvious the additional tray for the battery
support.

Figure 10: Battery support.

21

Vibration is created in the state of the working engine.
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•

Fuses & relays table
For the integration of the fuses & relays, it is important the addition of a bar22. On this bar,
the components get strongly attached for security reasons. In the figure 11, it is apparent this
specific addition.

Figure 11: Fuses & relays table.

•

Dashboard
The final addition in our design is the panel23for:
i. start button
ii. key
iii. leds
iv. emergency button
In the figure 12, it is illustrated the addition of the panel, but also the final form of the whole
integrated test-stand.

Figure 12: Final form of the test-stand.

After completing the design and before the fabrication of the test stand, one close to our
specifications was decided to be used for this project. The material that is made off is steel, which is
considered as :
22
23

The bar was decided to be called as table.
The panel is the referred Dashboard.
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•
•

a good conductor
having many different ground points

Even though it is heavy and difficult to move, the two previous reasons are enhancing the decision
of using it and not buying or constructing a new one.

3.2 Maps

In this sub-chapter, the design and customization of electrical connectors is provided, thus their
maps24. The maps will be presented in the form of:
•
•

figures, showing the output numbers
and tables showing the connected elements25.

3.2.1 Map of EOBD connector

The map of the pinouts of the EOBD connector is described by :
•
•
•

Pinout number.
The number of the pinout, which is on the connector and is used in this project.
Color code of the cable.
The cable that is used has a specific color to be distinguished.
The connected element.
With which component/element it is connected.

The mapping of the connector is presented in the table 1 and illustrated in the Figure 13 The pinouts
selected are :
•
•
•
•

4, which is the chassis ground. It includes all the protocols for the electrical circuit.
5, which is the signal ground. It includes all the protocols for the electronic circuit.
7, where the ISO9141-2 k-Line is included.
16, which is the supply of +12V.

Pinout number

Cable color code

Connected element

4

black

minus of the battery (-31)

5

violet

second circuit of the
positive of the battery (+15)

7

grey

16 pinout of the ECU

red

positive of the battery (+30)

16

Table 1: map of EOBD pinouts.

24
25

Maps are the association of the pinouts of the electrical connector, with the appropriate components.
In association with the pinout number.
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Figure13: EOBD pinouts.

3.2.2 Map of relays

The relays26 used for this project are three in total, and are implemented in the two following
circuits:
•
•

Sensors/ECU, which is illustrated in the figure 14
Dashboard
The dashboard is illustrated in the figure 15 The design is on the free software
Qelectrotech. The pre-design of the electrical circuit of the dashboard was developped
with the help of the lab supervisor. The reason was to decide the place of the relay in this
circuit.

As follows, their implementation and mapping:
•

26

K3
This is the principle 30A relay of the main circuit sensors/ECU. In the figure 16 it is
illustrated the internal connection. In the figure 17 it is presented the pinout map.
Finally in the table 2, is apparent the connection with the rest of the circuit.

Relay is a switch that can be electrically operated.

17

Figure 15: Dashboard circuit.

Figure 14: circuit sensor/ECU.

18

Figure 16: Internal connection of relay.

Figure 17: Pinout of relay.
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Pinout number

Connected element

87

Via a 15Afuse, to :
i. main circuit actuators/ECU
ii. fuel pump
iii. lambda sensor

87a

None

86

ECU

85

Secondary relay

30

Battery
Table 2: The connection with the rest of the circuit.

•

K4
This is the secondary 20A relay of the main circuit sensors/ECU. The internal
connection is the same as the K3 relay, But the pinouts are only 4, which are illustrated
in the figure 18 The table 3 provides the connection with the rest of the circuit.

Figure 18: Relay with 4 pins.

Pinouts

Connected element

30

Via a fuse, to the battery

85

Priciple relay K3

86

ECU

87

Fan
Table 3: Connection with the rest of the circuit.

•

K1
This 20A relay is used for the electrical circuit of the dashboard. The internal connection
is the same as the two previous relays. The pin sketch is the same as the K4 relay. In the
table 4, it is provided the connection with the rest of the circuit.
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Pinouts

Connected element

30

Positive pin of battery

85 - 86

Parallel with emergency button

87

Positive pin of the key
Table 4: Connection with the rest of the circuit.

3.2.3 Map of fuses

The fuses27 used for this project are the following:
F1628, 10A
F33, 30A
F20, 15A
F18, 7.5A
F44, 30A
F22, 15A
F11, 15A

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They have been mapped in a two shelve board of fuses. The board is customized to have a fuse of
two cables of the same size. The cables are distinguished by the size as follows:
T, which means small
M, which means medium
B, which means big.

•
•
•

In the tables 5a & 5b, it is presented the association of:
• size of cable
• position
• fuse
The two empty slots are being customized with the intention of attaching the fuses board to the test
stand.
The position of the fuses in the main circuits of:
• sensors/ECU
• actuators/ECU,
are illustrated in the Figure 20 & Figure 19.
F44

F22

F11

M

B

B

M

M

B

B

M

Table 5a: mapping fuses F44, F22, F11.

27
28

Fuse is an electrical component, which provides safety of overcurrent.
F refers to Fuse.
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F16

F33

F20

F18

T

T

B

M

B

T

T

T

B

M

B

T

Table 5b: Mapping fuses F16, F33, F20, F18.

Figure 19: Fuses in circuit sensors/ECU.
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Figure 20: Fuses in circuit actuators/ECU.

3.2.4 Map of ECU connectors

In this sub-chapter, it is provided the map of the connector A for the main circuit sensors/ECU. The
ECU that is used in this project specifically is the IAW59F. In the figure 21, it is illustrated the ECU
connectors platform. The right part is dedicated to the connector B and the left part to he connector
A.
Since the connector A that was available, did not have all the pinouts that were needed for the
connectivity of the sensors, it was necessary to create another connector.

Figure 21: ECU connectors A & B.
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In the figure 22, is illustrated the connector A. In the table 6, it is given the pinouts of each
connector, with their connected elements of the circuits.

Figure 22: Connector A.

Pinout

Connected element

4

Positive of battery

6

K3 main relay

17

Common mode between K3 & K4

13

Led for common mode between K3 & K4

3

Second led for common mode between K3 &
K4

8

Secondary relay K4

16

EOBD connector

33

Fuel level selector

34, 22, 32, 11

Lamda sensor
Table 6: Pinouts & conneted elements of connector A.
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Chapter 4 Didactical test-bench integration
This chapter will be provide the integration of the test-bench, which means that it will be explained
how every component got added on the whole system. This procedure will be analyzed in steps,
starting from the basis: positioning of the test-stand, until the very advanced verification of the good
working condition of the test-bench. The reason is that, if the verification shows that there is a
problem in a component, then the steps of the integration will may have to be repeated.

4.1 Positioning of the test-stand

For the first step, after finishing the design with all the specifications satisfying the requirements of
the test-bench, it was decided to use an existing test-stand. The needed to alternate it, based on the
design and choosing the location of its position in the lab, was emerged. The location was chosen
according to the following specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

a big enough open space
no obstacles in the near environment
no easily accessed by students and other people not authorized
appropriate safety measurements, such as fire extinguishers
no flammable and/or explosive materials in the near environment.

After placing the test-stand at the appropriate place, it was easy to move on to the next step.

4.2 Adjustment of the engine

For the second step, it was really important to unmount the whole mechanical parts of the engine
and make sure that they are:
•
•

clean
and in a good condition.

Both of these characteristics can indicate the future working condition of the engine. For instance:
•
•

leakage problem between mechanical components, due to deformed components
stuck components because of remaining dirt.

After making sure of the good state of the engine, it was necessary to place it carefully in the teststand. Additionally, it was really important to make sure that the engine is really well mounted on
the test-stand and with the vibrations of the testing will not get unmounted.
Considering that this step is successfully over, it is possible to continue to the next step.

4.3 Placement of instrumentation and sensors

For this step, all the instrumentation29 & sensors, are tested to verify:
•
•

29
30

their working condition
and that they are suitable for this engine, according to the reference signal30.

Instrumentation is the actuators
More in chapter 5.
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After the verification, the instrumentation and the sensors are integrated , according to the two main
circuits31.

4.4 Placement of the ECU

In this step, the ECU is placed in front of the intake valve case 32. Consequently, it gets connected
with the instrumentation and sensors, according to the two main circuits 33. In the figure 24, there are
presented all the components that are connected with ECU. The following table 7 contains the
elements that are implemented in this test-bench and are listed according to their number in the
same figure:

31
32
33

Number

Element

1

ECU

2

oil pressure sensor

4

idle step motor

5

injectors

6

canister

7

EOBD connector

8

sparks

9

transformers

10

high temperature warning

11

ECU warning

13

temperature sensor

14

high pressure

15

position potentiometer

16

knock sensor

17

rpm sensor

18

key

19

lambda sensor

20

fuel pump

21

relays

27

low level fuel

28

Battery

These circuits are the basis of this project.
The valve lets the air inside the engine and according to the quantity of the air, it controls the power output.
Sensors/ECU & actuators/ECU.
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Table 7: The association of the numbers with the elements that are illustrated in the Figure 23.

Figure 23: Components connected to ECU.

As a final part of this step, is the connection with the:
•
•

battery
Bosch diagnostics34,

to verify that the components are functioning.

4.5 Installation of the dashboard

After deciding which elements need to be added and placed at the dashboard, the first design of the
electrical circuit is created and modified it accordingly to get its final version. Consequently, the
dashboard gets attached in the test-bench. Once more, the battery gets connected, for verifying the
good working condition of the dashboard. After the comletion of this step, the next step is starting.

4.6 Additioning of the fuses and relays

In this step, the addition of the fuses and relays takes place. According to:
•
•

34

the maps
dedicated place of the test-stand,

Software & Hardware
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the fuses and relays get integrated in the test-bench. As follows, the battery gets connected to verify
the correct connectivity. After disconnecting the battery, the verification of their working condition
takes place, with the appropriate instruments. After satisfying this step, it is easy to go to the final
step.

4.7 Conclusion

The final test-bench integrated is illustrated in the figure 24.

Figure 24: Test-bench fully integrated.
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Chapter 5 Instrumentation and actuators
In this chapter, there are presented the instrumentation and actuators, which are used in this specific
project. The main components are provided, except the:
•

•

TDC sensor
This sensor was not available, so it was decided to:
i. proceed without it
ii. and measure it in another way, which will be analyzed in the Chapter 8: Testing
procedures
Reference signals, which will be analyzed in the Chapter 7: Calibration.

5.1 Instrumentation

In this sub-chapter, there are provided all the sensors that were used for this project. The
instrumentation, is the way that the ECU receives and reads signals to control efficiently the
actuators. They are presented as follows:
•
•
•
•

functionality
position in the test-bench
connector layout
testing for verifying the working condition and the compatibility with the engine that is
used in this project.

5.1.1 Knock sensor

Knock for a four-cycle engine, is when the detonation of the combustion does not occur at the right
moment. This indicates a faulty condition.
Technically, the knock sensor could be described as a microphone, in which there are:
• a crystal
• an internal resistance
• supporting contacts.
It is tuned in frequency of the detonation35 of the engine.
The detonation creates vibrations, which are detected by the crystal inside the knock sensor. Since
sensor and detonation are tuned in the same frequency, then the crystal vibrates as well. This
vibration creates the output voltage of this sensor. The ECU uses this signal to:
•
•

adjust the optimal moment of detonation
detect a faulty working condition36.

Physically, the sensor is well mounted in front of the cylinders, so that it will immediately sense the
detonations.
Electrically & electronically, the sensor is connected to the ECU in the main circuit of
actuators/ECU.
In the figure 25, it is illustrated the knock sensor, which is used for this project. In the figure 26, it is
given the connector layout of the sensor.
35
36

Detonation is also called pinging.
By comparing with the look up tables, which are included in the ECU.
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Figure 25: Knock sensor.

Figure 26: Connector layout of the knock sensor.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance
and compare it with the reference values, which are provided in the figure 27.

For this test, two sensors were used. In the table 8, it is given the:
•
•

reference value
the measured values of first and second sensors.
Components

Resistance values

Reference

530 ÷ 580 Ω

1st
2nd

50 KΩ
500 KΩ
Table 8: Internal resistance of knock sensors.

As it is apparent, the two sensors do not respect the reference range. For this step, the first sensor is
chosen since it has the closest value.
30

Figure 27: Reference table of internal resistances.

5.1.2 Temperature sensor of the engine

The temperature sensor37 is sensing the temperature level of the engine. Technically, this specific
sensor is consisted by:
• brass case
• and internal resistance, which is a potentiometer.
This potentiometer is actually an NTC thermistor38, which decreases the value of the electrical
resistance, as the temperature of the engine increases.
The circuit designed between the ECU and the sensor is a voltage divider. Thus, the voltage changes
through the resistance of:
•
•
37
38

the ECU
and the sensor.

The temperature sensor is also called coolant temperature sensor.
NTC is Negative Temperature Coefficient.
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As a consequence, the ECU detects every change based on the changes of the voltage.
Physically, the sensor is tightened39 at the thermostat case, which is:
• in the intake manifold
• and as close as possible to the engine.
Electrically & electronically, it is connected to the ECU through the circuit of actuators/ECU.
In the figure 28, it is illustrated the engine temperature sensor. And in the figure 29, it is provided
the connector layout.

Figure 28: Engine temperature sensor.

Figure 29: Connector layout of the temperature sensor.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

39

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

Tightened with a torque of 2.4 daNm.
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As a result, in the table 9, it is presented the following resistance values:
• reference
• measured,
for the same ambient temperature40. Obviously, the sensor satisfies the reference value for this
specific engine.
Temperature

Reference Value

Measured value

19 °C

2.9 KΩ

2.7 KΩ

Table 9: Internal resistance of temperature sensor.

5.1.3 Lambda sensor

Generally, the lambda sensor measures the exhaust gas oxygen content. The sensor consists of:
•
•
•
•

a ceramic case
the previous enclosed in a protective pipe
both of the first placed in a metal case
an internal resistance.

The lambda is the output signal that goes to ECU in order to adjust the fuel-air mixture to keep as
stable as possible the stochiometric level. The ideal mixture should be equal to 1. According to the
Equation 3, Chapter 2,
λ=

Intake air quantity
theoritical quantity of needed air

there are the following situations:
• λ=1 ideal mixture
• λ<=1 rich mixture
• λ>=1 lean mixture
The ratio should be 14.8 parts of air in order to burn 1 part of fuel41.
To start the sensor working, the temperature should exceed the 300°C. Only then the ceramic
material starts conducting oxygen ions. The internal part detects the atmospheric air, when external
part42 contacts the exhaust gas. Both of these parts verify the level of the oxygen, and if these two
levels are different, then a voltage is created. The ECU detects this voltage as follows:
• if the voltage is less than 200mV, then the mixture is lean, and as a consequence the
ECU increases the amount of fuel injected
• if the voltage is greater than 800mV, then the mixture is rich, and as a result the ECU
decreases the amount of fuel injected.
The sensor is tightened at the exhaust manifold43, before the catalyst. Electrically and electronically
the sensor is connected with the ECU at the main circuit sensors/ECU. In the figure 30, it is
illustrated the lambda sensor. And in the figure 31, it is presented the connector layout of the
lambda sensor.
40
41
42
43

The sensor is considered to be in the ambient temperature.
The ratio should be 14.8:1.
The external part is the ceramic part.
Tightened with torque 3.5 ÷ 4.5 daNm.
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Figure 30: Lambda sensor.

Figure 31: Connector layout of the lambda sensor.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

In the table 10, it is given the following resistance values:
• reference
• measured.
It is apparent that the value of the internal resistance is close enough.

Reference Value

Measured Value

3Ω

4.1 Ω

Table 10: Internal resistance of lambda sensor.
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5.1.4 Rpm sensor

The rpm44 sensor is a magnetic inductive sensor, which synchronizes:
•
•

the crankshaft though the phonic wheel
and the ECU.

It consists of:
•
•
•

a permanent magnet
an electrical coil
an internal resistance

The permanent magnet creates a fluctuated45 magnetic flux46, which applies electromotive force on
the electrical coil. Through the terminals of the coil, the output signal is provided. The output signal
is a fluctuated voltage, in which the amplitude is dependent on the gap between the sensor and the
phonic wheel.
When the rpm sensor is reading the teeth of the phonic wheel:
• The tooth represents the positive part
• The gap represents the negative part
of the output signal.
The phonic wheel is a wheel in a toothed form. Usually attached to the rod of a motor. In this engine
though, it is attached to the crankshaft. And it is made of soft iron. The phonic wheel has 60 teeth:
•
•

58 teeth
with two missing teeth47.

For tuning the phonic wheel with the ECU, it is important to get synchronized with the first tooth
right after the gap of the two missing ones. The gap between:
• the phonic wheel
• and the rpm sensor
should satisfy the gap range of 0.5 ÷ 1.5mm.
Physically, the sensor is positioned to face perpendicularly with its magnetic part, the phonic wheel.
In the figure 32, it is illustrated:
• the rpm sensor
• and the phonic wheel
In the table 11, it is provided the association of the main parts and the numbers of the figure 32.
Referenced number

Main parts

1

Rpm sensor

4

Connector

7

Teethed phonic wheel

Table 11: Association of main parts & numbers of the figure 32.
44
45
46
47

Rpm stands for revolutions per minute.
Fluctuation is a vibration, which shifts back and forth uncertainly.
Due to the teeth detection.
The two missing teeth are for tuning purposes.
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Electrically & electronically, the sensor is connected to the ECU in the main circuit of
actuators/ECU.

Figure 32: Positioning of the rpm sensor.

In the figure 33 & 34, it is presented:
•
•

the connector layout
and the rpm sensor.

Figure 33: Connector layout of the rpm sensor.
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Figure 34: The rpm sensor.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

As a consequence, in the table 12 is given the internal resistance values:
•
•

reference
measured.
Reference range

Measured

1.100 ÷ 1.400 Ω

927 Ω

Table 12: Internal resistance of the rpm sensor.

It is obvious that the measured values of the internal resistance is lower and outside of the reference
range.

5.1.5 Throttle

The throttle sensor48 is a type of a potentiometer, which is managed by the throttle valve spindle.
The throttle consists of the:
• potentiometer
• throttle valve spindle
• internal resistance
• connector for the ECU.
Via the corresponding connector, the ECU:
•
•

supplies with voltage the sensor
receives an output voltage signal from the sensor.

This output voltage represents the throttle opening:
48

The throttle sensor refers to the throtle valve position sensor.
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• from the idle49
• to the full opening
position of the plate, which gets rotated by the spindle. As a result, the ECU receives this output
signal and accordingly adjusts the issued signals for controlling the actuators.
The effective electrical angle is in the range of: 2° ÷ 90°, for the explanation of the physical opening
of the throttle valve. And the mechanical angle is in the range of: 4° ÷ 105°, for the representation in
the plot of the figure 35.
Physically, the sensor is fastened in the intake manifold, since it is the main controlling valve for the
intake air. Electrically & electronically, the sensor is placed in the main circuit of the
actuators/ECU.
In the figure 36, it is given the throttle valve position sensor. The connector is a three-pin with
capital ABC letters50 socket. And in the figure 37, it is provided the connector layout of the throttle
sensor.

Figure 35: Plot of the throttle valve.

Figure 36: Throttle valve position sensor.
49
50

Idle position is when the throttle valve is fully closed.
The ABC letters are associated/referred to each pin.
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Figure 37: Connector layout of the throttle sensor.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

As a consequence, in the table 13 is provided the:
• internal51
• and potentiometer resistance,
according to the testing angles of the throttle valve.
Testing angle

Pinouts

Reference range

Measured value

-

a-b

1.200 ÷ 1250 Ω

1.167 Ω

0°

a-c

0 ÷ 1.200 Ω

1.961 Ω

45°

a-c

0 ÷ 1.200 Ω

3.418 Ω

90°

a-c

0 ÷ 1.200 Ω

2.738 Ω

Table 13: Internal resistance & potentiometer of the throttle sensor.

5.1.6 Ambient temperature sensor

The ambient temperature sensor functions as:
• a reference and comparison signal
• and an adjustment and control signal,
for the ECU.
The sensor is composed by:
• the absolute pressure sensor
• and the ambient temperature sensor.
51

Reference & measured value.
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As a result, the ambient temperature sensor consists of an internal resistance, which works as a
potentiometer. The potentiometer is an NTC thermistor, which decreases the value of the electrical
resistance, as the ambient temperature increases. The sensor follows the same working condition as
the engine temperature sensor.
Physically, the sensor is fastened in the intake manifold. Electrically & electronically, it is
connected to the ECU through The the main circuit of actuators/ECU. In the figure 38, it is
illustrated the ambient temperature sensor. And in the figure 39, it is provided the connector layout.
The pin-out association is given in the table 14.
Pin-out

Functionality

a-b

Power supply

a-c

Absolute pressure sensor

a-t°

Ambient temperature sensor
Table 14: Pin-out association.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

Figure 38: Ambient temperature sensor.

Figure 39: Connector layout of the ambient temperature sensor.
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As a consequence, in the table 15 is presented the internal resistance values as follows:
• reference
• measured
for the same ambient temperature. Apparently, the internal resistance of the sensor satisfies the
reference value.
Ambient temperature

Reference value

Measured value

19°

2.9 KΩ

2.5 KΩ

Table 15: Internal resistance of the ambient temperature sensor.

5.2 Actuators

In this sub-chapter, there are provided all the actuators that were used for this project. The actuators
receive the signals issued by the ECU, thus the ECU works as a controller. They are presented in the
same way as the instrumentation, thus:
•
•
•
•

functionality
position in the test-bench
connector layout
testing for verifying the working condition and the compatibility with the engine that is
used in the project.

5.2.1 Injectors

The injectors are actuators, which are used to supply with fuel the cylinders. In this project, there
are used four injectors52.
The injector functions as a top-feed electrical valve. It follows the sequence of the cylinder intake
stages53, as they are all synchronized by the ECU. It consists of:
•
•

the part of the valve, which functions as a normally closed valve to avoid excess fuel in the
cylinder & not in the right stroke.
and the part of the injector, which supply the cylinder with fuel.

Physically, the injectors are fastened in the appropriate seats in the intake manifold, and more
specifically on the fuel supply manifold. Electrically & electronically, the actuators are connected to
the ECU through the main circuit of actuators/ECU.
In the figure:
•
•
•

52
53

40, it is presented the fuel supply manifold.
41, there are illustrated the four injectors.
42, it is provided the connector layout.

It is referred to one injector per cylinder.
It refers to the cylinder in the stroke of the intake, as seen in chapter 2.
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Figure 40: Fuel supply manifold.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

As a consequence, in the table 16 is provided the internal resistance values as follows:
• reference
• measured, for each injector.

Figure 41: The four injectors.

Figure 42: Connector layout of the injectors.
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Injector

Reference value

Measured value

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

14 ÷ 16 Ω

15.1 Ω

14 ÷ 16 Ω

14.9 Ω

14 ÷ 16 Ω

15 Ω

14 ÷ 16 Ω

15 Ω

Table 16: Internal resistance of the injectors.

5.2.2 Canister

The canister is the fuel vapor cut-off valve and it consists of:
•
•

valve
pipes, which connect:
i. the intake manifold
ii. active carbon filter.

This valve controls the quantity of fuel vapors that leave the active carbon filter and get directed to
the intake manifold. It is a normally closed valve to prevent the fuel vapors enriching the mixture
excessively.
This actuator operates if:
the engine is warm.
the ECU sends a square wave signal to control the opening of the valve in order to enrich the
fuel-air mixture when needed.
And cannot operate if:
•
•

•
•
•

the throttle is in idle positioned.
the rpm<1.500.
the intake manifold pressure is less than a limit value.

Physically, it is located in the intake manifold. Electrically and electronically, it is connected to the
ECU through the main circuit actuators/ECU. In the figure:
•
•

43, it is illustrated the canister
44, it is provided the connector layout.
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Figure 43: Canister.

Figure 44: Connector layout of the canister.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.
As a result, in the table 17 is provided the internal resistance values as follows:
•
•

• reference
• measured.
It is obvious that the internal resistance satisfies the reference value range.
Reference value

Measured value

35 ÷ 58 Ω

37 Ω

Table 17: Internal resistance of the canister.
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5.2.3 Transformers

The transformer is an actuator, which enables the sparks. In this project, there are two transformers
used for the four sparks.
This actuator consists of:
• primary
• secondary
winding, with a narrow physical gap between them.
The primary winding is connected to the ECU, while the secondary winding:
• a
• b,
are connected to the four sparks, which are associated to the cylinders. In the table 18, it is given the
association between sparks and secondary windings.
Secondary winding

Spark - cylinder

a

1-4

b

2-3

Table 18: Association between secondary windings and sparks/cylinders.

The ECU gives the signal to the transfomers , which enable the sparks. Since one transformer
enables two sparks at the same time, it is evident that one of the two sparks is getting lost54.
Physically, the actuator is positioned near the camshaft cover. Electrically & electronically, it is
connected to the ECU through the main circuit actuators/ECU. In the figure 45, there are presented
the two transformers. And in the figure 46, it is provided the connectors layout.
For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
•
•

measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in
the figure 27.

As a consequence, in the table 19 is provided the internal resistance values as follows:
• reference
• measured,
for each transformer.

54

One spark finds the combustion stroke of one cylinder, when the other spark finds the intake stroke of the other
cylinder.
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Figure 45: Transformers.

Figure 46: Connectors layout of the transformers.

Transformers

Reference value

Measured value

Primary winding «a»

0.5 ÷ 0.65 Ω

0.6 Ω

Secondary winding «a»

6.850 ÷ 7.850 Ω

7.270 Ω

Primary winding «b»

0.5 ÷ 0.65 Ω

0.6 Ω

Secondary winding «b»

6.850 ÷ 7.850 Ω

7.150 Ω

Table 19: Internal resistance for the transformers.

5.2.4 Stepper motor

Stepper motor is the idle speed control actuator.
This actuator is composed by:
•
•

the motor
and a linearly moving piston, by a rotational screw motion.
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The signals from the sensors are sent to the ECU, which processes them and according to these
signals it sends controlling signals to the idle speed cotrol actuator. As a consequence, this actuator
regulates the air volume, which passes via the throttle, to control the idle speed of the engine in the
approximately zero degree position of the plate of the throttle.
Physically, the actuator is placed in the throttle valve case, right after the throttle with the intention
of regulating immediately the volume of air passing through. Electrically & electronically, the
stepper motor is connected to the ECU through the main circuit of the actuators/ECU. In the two
following figures 47 & 48, it is presented the stepper motor and the connector with the numbered
pinouts.

Figure 47: Stepper motor.

Figure 48: Connector with pinouts.

For the verification of the working condition and the compatibility with this specific engine, it is
needed to:
• measure the internal resistance only after having measured the ambient temperature
• and compare it with the reference values on the same temperature, which is provided in the
figure 27.
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In the table 20, it is provided the measured value as well as the range of the reference value. From
the measurement, it is obvious that the value of the internal resistance of the actuator is stausfying
the reference range.
Stepper motor pinouts

Reference value

Measured value

A-D
B-C

50 ÷ 60 Ω

53,5 Ω
53,4 Ω

Table 20: Internal resistance of stepper motor.
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Chapter 6 Control and data acquisition strategy
In this chapter, the control and data acquisition will be presented and analyzed. The control refers to
the controller55 of the engine, which is the ECU56, in the presented project. The data acquisition57 is
performed by two diagnostics tools58, which will be explained analytically. A comparison between
these softwares will be provided at the end of this chapter, only for explanation purposes.

6.1 Controller ECU

The controller used for this project, is the ECU with the code of IAW59f. For this analysis the
controller is assumed as a gray box59, since it has the following features:


Based on the schematics provided by the lab supervisor, the parts that the ECU controls can
be easily seen as provided in the figures 19 & 2060.



Once again, based on the creation of the connector for the main circuit sensors/ECU, it is
apparent the understanding of the needs of:
i. the ECU
ii. and the system.
In the figure 22 & table 661 it is presented the map of this connector.



The two diagnosis softwares, provide a full image of the working condition of the ECU,
which receives signals from the sensors as a feedback and adjusts the signals for the
actuators. In the figure:
i. 49 is illustrated an example of the Bosch diagnostics.
The figure of this diagnosis is not from the engine of this project, but it is an example
only for presenting purposes. The reason is that the Bosch Diagnostics does not have the
possibility to get a file with the diagnosis.
ii. 50 is presented an example of the Multiecuscan diagnostics.
In this figure, it is provided an example from the specific engine of this project, showing
a problem of the ECU. It belongs to the phase of the testing procedure when the
components had been positioned and tested to see if they are recognized by the ECU.



The code written in the ECU is unknown. It is written in different programming languages,
for different parts that it controls. The ECU also includes lookup tables and stand-alone
simulink models. For the:
i. code
ii. stand-alone simulinks
iii. lookup tables,
it is not easily possible to access and modify them.

Thus, it is evident that even though it is understood what is the concept of ECU, it is not easy to be
modified in its internal system.

55
56
57
58
59
60
61

The controller is the unit that manages the operation of a system.
ECU stands for the Engine Control Unit.
Data acquisition is the process of collecting, storing and presenting information data.
These diagnostic tools are embedded systems.
Gray box is a system, for which its working condition is partially known & understood.
In Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3.
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Figure 49: Bosch diagnostics example.

Figure 50: Multiecuscan diagnostics example.

6.2 Bosch Diagnostics

The Bosch Diagnostics is a tool, from which the following performances are provided:

50




Professional and DIY62 diagnostics, which give information about the working condition of
the engine, as well as the health state of all the components.
Crash data retrieval63.

It is an embedded system, which means that it is connected a specific programmed microcontroller
64
to the EOBD65 for collecting the data of each component that ECU controls. The software
remotely receives the data and analyses them. In this way, Bosch Diagnostics provides with
accurate information for the components that need to be repaired. The data can be stored as graphs,
which is not considered as a flexible way, since it is important to analyze the raw data.
In addition, the graphs that are illustrated in the figures 51, 52 & 53, present some examples of a
good working condition engine. By :
 changing the throttle pedal
 and selecting the parameters, which need to be analyzed,
it is visible that Bosch’s Diagnostics graphical representations do not give enough and analytical
information, since it has an important delay on the change of the throttle. Which means, that if the
throttle doesn’t stay stable for some seconds then the representation is wrong and the data not
accurate.

Figure 51: Bosch diagnostics first graph.

Figure 52: Bosch diagnostics second graph.
62
63
64
65

DIY stands for do it yourself.
It retrieves the data after a crash has happened.
Electronic board.
EOBD stands for European on-board diagnostics.
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As a consequence, in the first experimental states, Bosch diagnostics was used for showing the
exact faulty components in a step by step analysis process.

Figure 53: Bosch diagnostics third graph.

6.3 Multiecuscan Diagnostics

The Multiecuscan Diagnostics is one more diagnostics tool, which again gives the information of
the state of the components that ECU controls.
It is once more an embedded system, since the programmed microcontroller board is connected:



physically to the EOBD of the testbench
remotely to the running in the computer software.

The data stored, are in the form of graphs but also in the form of numerical data. This software
gives the stored data in a file with the extension of .csv, which can be:
•
•

seen in excel
easily manipulated by matlab.

As a consequence, it was used during the data storing process.

6.4 Bosch and Multiecuscan Diagnostics

The comparison between the two above diagnostic methods, shows that both of them give the same
important information about the state of the components but the representation of the data is
different.
More specifically, it is provided:



the information about the health of the components
data stored as graphs

On the other hand :



Bosch diagnostics is more analytical in the diagnosis process
Multiecuscan diagnostics is proved to be more convenient for data storage.

As follows, this leads to the decision of using a combination of both of them :


in the first experimental phase, the Bosch diagnostics was used to show analytically the
faulty components, which are preventing the start of the engine
52



while in the second phase, the Multiecuscan is used to show the components, which need
adjusting and to store the data in a manipulable file.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, there are available information about the:
•
•

testbench controller ECU
two diagnostics embedded systems and arduino, which are used as data acquisition methods.

The ECU is described as a gray box since the information are partially available for its internal
system. The diagnostics that are used in this project, is a combination of two programs in two
different experimental phases. Finally the arduino is giving the chance of preparing the concept of
future work, and it will be explained and analyzed in the chapter 11.
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Chapter 7 Calibration
The components66 that are implemented in this project, do not need calibration, because they are
bought ready for:
•
•

implemntation67
and use.

As a consequence, it will be provided the range of output voltage signal for each component. In
addition, this chapter is devided in two parts. The first part is providing the output ranges and the
second part, the ECU’s:
•
•

synchronization
and self-adaptation.

7.1 Range of output signal

In this sub-chapter, it is provided the range of the output voltage signal. For each component, the
information needed is obtained by plots and tables.
•

Knock sensor
This sensor is tuned with the frequency of the detonation in the cylinder. When the
combustion takes place, the output signal:
i. starts fractuating
ii. reaches the maximum value peak to peak
iii. slowly it loses its fractuation
iv. reaches almost steady state condition.
The figure 54, presents the reference signal of the output voltage according to the previous
explaination. Moreover, the range of the output voltage is 0V ÷ 5V.

Figure 54: Reference output signal of the knock sensor.

•

66
67

Temperature sensor of the engine
This sensor is axplained in the following steps:
i.
starts from the highest amplitude of the output voltage
ii.
the temperature of the engine increases
iii.
and the output voltage decreases.

Instrumentation and actuators.
Placement & replacement.
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The figure 55, illustrates the signal of the reference output voltage according to the previous
analysis. In addition, the range of the output voltage is 0V ÷ 5V.

Figure 55: Reference signal of the temperature sensor of the engine.

•

Lambda sensor
In order for ECU to receive the signal of this sensor, a frequency signal form should be used.
The important information can be obtained by the:
i. maximum
ii. and minimum amplitude of the curve68.
These amplitude points give the information of the:
i. rich
ii. lean mixture,
of the combination of air and fuel, which is its method to regulate and the signal to the ECU
to adjust accordingly the mixture.
The figure 56 presents the reference output voltage signal according to the previous
explaination. Additionally, the range of the output is 0.1V ÷ 0.9V.

Figure 56: Reference signal of the lambda sensor.

There are three important zones, which indicate the texture of the mixture of air and fuel.
They are presented in the table 21, as explained in the following columns:
i. the zone / range
ii. The explanation
68

The curve of the reference signal
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iii. The action to be done
Zone / Range

Explanation

Action

0.1V ÷ 0.4V

Rich (notation: on fuel)

Decrease fuel

0.4V ÷ 0.7V

Optimal

Do not change anything

0.7V ÷ 0.9V

Lean

Increase fuel

Table 21: Zones / Ranges of the voltage output signal.

•

Rpm sensor
This sensor is based on magnetic function. It is placed in front of the phonic wheel of the
engine. The phonic wheel has sixty teeth, and an empty slot, which coresponds to two
teeth69. The important information may be obtained by the following:
i. The output signal is fractuating in a defined threshold
ii. When the RPM sensor passes by the two missing teeth, the amplitude of the
fractuating curve increases.
In the figure 57, it is provided the reference output voltage signal according to the
previous analysis.

Figure 57: Reference output voltage signal of RPM sensor.

There are two important zones, which indicate the position of the missing teeth, thus one
full round of the phonic wheel. They are given in the table 22. The columns are
displayed as follows:
i. zone
ii. explanation
Zone / Range

Explanation

-7.9 ÷ 7.9

Detecting tooth

-15.8 ÷ 15.8

Detecting the two missing teeth

Table 22: Zones of the voltage output signal.

69

Two missing teeth
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•

Throttle
For this sensor, there is no reference output voltage signal. The table 23 gives the voltage
outputs for the:
i. rest
ii. and the fully open
position of the plate of the throttle. In addition, it associates with the corresponding
opening in degrees.
Output voltage

Position

Opening in degrees

0.8V

Rest

0.5°

4.8V

Fully open

88°

Table 23: Output voltage range of the Throttle.

•

Ambient temperature sensor
This sensor follows the same logic as the temperature sensor of the engine, which is
explained in the following steps:
i. starts from the greatest output voltage value
ii. the temperature increases
iii. then the output voltage decreases
The figure 58 illustrates the reference output voltage signal of this specific sensor,
according to the previous analysis. Consequently, the range of the output is 0V ÷ 5V.

Figure 58: Reference output voltage of the ambient temperature sensor.

•

Injectors
There are four injectors in this project. The injector is an actuator, which is associated to
one and only cylinder.
In the figure 59, it is presented the reference output voltage signal of all the four
injectors. In the table 24, it is provided the sequence of each injector actuation.
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Figure 59: Reference output voltage signal of the full cycle of injections actuation.

Sequence of injector’s
actuation

Injector’s number

Cylinder’s number

1st phase
2nd phase
3rd phase
4th phase

1st injector
3rd injector
4th injector
2nd injector

1st cylinder
3rd cylinder
4th cylinder
2nd cylinder

Table 24: Sequence of injector actuation.

•

Canister
The ECU controls this actuator, by issuing frequency signals. For the actuator’s good
working condition, the rpm of the motor should be in the range 2000 ÷ 2500.
The figure 60 provides the reference output voltage signal, with range 0.5V ÷ 11.9V.

Figure 60: Reference voltage output signal of the canister.
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•

Transformers
This actuator provides an analog voltage signal to the sparks, for spark-ignition. Thus
this output signal should be:
i. similar to the one of the knock sensor
ii. but with less duration of the fractuation
The figure 61 presents:
i. the reference output voltage signal of this actuator
i. with range -5V ÷ 5V.

Figure 61: Reference output voltage signal of the transformers.

•

Stepper motor
This actuator provides the digital output voltage of the idle control speed. A frequency
signal issued by ECU, controls this actuator.
The figure 62 illustrates the:
i. reference output voltage signal
i. range of output voltage, which is -12V ÷ 12V.

Figure 62: Reference output voltage signal of the stepper motor.
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7.2 ECU self-adaptation

As mentioned before, the ECU:
• receives signals from the sensors
• processes these signals
• issues cotrol orders for the actuators.
In case the signals:
• are not received
• or detected as false,
then the ECU has to:
•
•

self-adapt
and find a way to keep the engine working for some time.

For satisfying the previous, ECU has to start reading and issuing signals that indicate a good
working condition of the engine. The lab supervisor provided with the empirical information of a
procedure that the ECU learns the components of the engine and most importantly the phonic wheel
with rpm sensor.
In this procedure the phonic wheel needs to be synchronized with the ECU, because it is this
specific component that gives information about the rpm. The procedure is explained as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connection of the led mil70. When the led is on, it indicates the non-reading of the rpm
sensor.
Connection of an indicator of rpm71.
Turning the key in the position that the battery supplies the circuits of the engine and ECU.
The led mil should be on.
Waiting for the engine to warm up.
Opening the throttle plate at least 3 times. Each time should reach to range 5000 ÷ 6000
rpm.
If the led mil is still on, repetition of the previous step.
Finally, turning the key in the posistion off72.

The procedure is over and ECU is able to recognize and analyze the signals from the rpm.
It would be important to mention that if the ECU cannot read the rpm signals, then it cannot start
the spark-ignition and the injectors actuation.

70

71
72

The led mil is connected to the ECU and to a common node betwwen the main relay and the secondare relay of the
sensors/ECU circuit.
Multiecuscan diagnostics because it gives more accurate results.
The position, which disconnects the battery from the rest of the circuits.
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Chapter 8 Testing procedure
In this chapter, it is provided the testing procedure. After integrating the test-bench, the next step is
the verification:
• that the system actually works
• and that all the components work and contribute in the circuit,
with the intention of reading the outputs of this testing and understanding whether the engine works
well.
The testing procedure is presented in the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connector for exporting signals
Verification with Bosch diagnostics
Multiecuscan diagnostics for tuning ECU
First tryouts for locating problems
Final testing for verification
Overcoming TDC & lambda sensors

8.1 Connector for exporting signals

The majority of the parts, which were used are taken from different demolished cars. As a
consequence, at the moment of developing the connection of the electrical and electronic circuits, it
was understood that there was a connector, in the intake manifold, without any indication of what
exactly it is planned for.
At first, it was assumed that it is probably the EOBD connector. But later, after verifying this
assumption, the outcome was the table 25, in which there are presented:
• the distinction of the cables by color
• the connected element.
The verification was held with the help of a multimeter, in the selection of the signal
indicator, while examining each component of the test-bench.
Cable color

Connected component

Yellow & white

Oil existance

White & brown

Connecting the two circuits

Grey & red

Temperature sensor

Yellow & black

Canister

Grey & yellow

Ground pinout of EOBD

Table 25: Analysis of the exporting signals connector.

8.2 Verification with Bosch diagnostics

After integrating the whole test-bench, the next step is to verify that the:
•
•
•
•

engine is able to turn on
ECU is being supplied
components are being supplied
ECU recognizes the signals of all the components.
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For satisfying all the previous verifications, ECU is connected via EOBD to the hardware of the
Bosch diagnostics. With the help of the Bosch Diagnostics software, it is obvious that the:
• components are being recognized
• and some errors are detected.
In this phase, both of the previous are a good sign, because:
• ECU is able to communicate with the components
• the errors can be analyzed later, with the Multiecuscan diagnostics.
Moreover, these errors are due to ECU, which is not yet synchronized.

8.3 Multiecuscan diagnostics for tuning ECU

In this step, the procedure for ECU self-adaptation was performed. This specific procedure was
analyzed in the chapter 7.
For the completion of this step the multiecuscan was used, during which it was understood that the
ECU could not work. The problem was that the ECU was in the mode of the locked immobilazer 73.
In the figure 63, it is visible the diagnosis of this specific software, with the explanations that gave
the indication of the ECU problem. As a result, the ECU was sent to a specialist, who unlocked the
immobilizer.

Figure 63: ECU diagnosis 2/5/18.

During the procedure of the ECU tuning, the multiecuscan hardware & software had to be used as
an indicator of the rpm74, as seen in the figure 64. As it was expected, after the test performance the
needed rpm was verified. With the explanations of the lab supervisor, it was obvious that:
73
74

When the vehicle is under theft situation the ECU gets locked in order to prevent the engine from working.
Providing the value of the rpm with its every change.
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• the test was successful
• no need for repetition,
when the led mil75 turned off. After this step is fulfilled, we can move on to the next step.

Figure 64: ECU diagnosis 14/5/18.

8.4 First testing tryouts

In this step the engine is ready for the first testing tryouts, which are used for locating problems and
faulty components. The four testing attempts will be provided and explaned as follows. The
diagnostics system used is the Multicusan, because it is important to record the outcomes:
• in text files
• and as raw numbers.
In this sub-chapter, only the outcomes in the form of raw numbers will be presented, because they
are the appropriate representations for the information needed.

8.4.1 First testing attempt

In the first testing attempt, the engine is turned on but the rpm start increasing without moving the
throttle valve. The only way for stopping the engine is to pull off the transformers76. The first tryout
is composed by two testings, in which the components that were measured are listed below.
75
76

Indicator for the success of the ECU learning.
If no transformers, then no spark.
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First testing components:
• Time in[sec]
• Engine speed in [rpm]
• Spark advance in [deg]
• Injection time in [ms]
Second testing componnets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Battery voltage in [V]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Spark advance in [deg]
Knock sensor signal (Cyl. 1) in [V]
Knock sensor signal (Cyl. 2) in [V]
Knock sensor signal (Cyl. 3) in [V]
Knock sensor signal (Cyl. 4) in [V]

In the figure:
•
•

65, it is provided the first testing
66, it is given the second testing.

Figure 65: First testing.
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Figure 66:Second testing.

8.4.2 Second testing attempt

In the second testing attempt, the target is to locate the exact reason for the problem of the turning
off, of the engine. The first solution is swiching off the key, which did not work. Once more pulling
off the transformers stopped the engine. This tryout is composed by three testings, in which the
components that were measured are listed below.
First testing components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Battery voltage in [V]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Air temperature in [°C]
Throttle position in [deg.]
Throttle position in [%]
Stepper motor in [steps]
Engine status

Second & third testing componnets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Battery voltage in [V]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Air temperature in [°C]
Throttle position in [deg.]
Throttle position in [%]
Stepper motor in [steps]
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In the figure:
•
•
•

67, it is provided the first testing.
68, it is given the second testing.
69, it is presented the third testing.

Figure 67: First testing.

66

Figure 68: Second testing.

8.4.3 Third testing attempt

Figure 69:Third testing.
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In the third testing attempt, for finding the solution for the previous problem, the solution below is
followed:
• switching off the key
• pressing the emergency button
• taking off the negative cable of the battery
• lastly pulling off the transformers.
It is understood that only the transformers can stop the engine. This tryout is composed by 2
testings, in which the components that were measured are listed as follows.
First & second testing components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Battery voltage in [V]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Injection time in [ms]
Throttle position in [deg]
Throttle position in [%]
Idle actuator (Step motor) in [steps]

In the figure:
• 70, it is provided the first testing.
• 71, it is given the second testin.

Figure 70: First testings.
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Figure 71: Second testings.

8.4.4 Fourth testing attempt

In the fourth testing attempt, the solution of pulling off the relay was decided to be followed and the
engine stopped immediately. It is understood that the problem is located at the circuit of the main
relay. This tryout is composed by 2 testings, in which the components that were measured are listed
as follows.
First & second testing components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Battery voltage in [V]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Throttle position in [deg]
Throttle position in [%]

In the figure:
•
•

72, it is provided the first testing.
73, it is given the second testing.
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Figure 72: First testings.

70

Figure 73: Second testings.

8.5 Final testings

In this sub-chapter, it is provided the final testing with problem:
• solving
• or bypassing.
Thus, it will be explained the last steps for completing the testing procedure.

8.5.1 Fuel pump problem

After solving that all the previous problems, it is possible to continue with the testings, which
provide the outcomes in the figure 74. This specific testing outcome is in the text form, which is
extracted by the Multiecuscan Diagnostics, and give the information of the problem in the fuel
pump. By changing the fuel pump, the problem is solved.

71

Figure 74: Fuel pump problem diagnostics.

8.5.2 Test-bench testing

After solving the problem with the fuel pump, the test-bench is ready to be under test in order to
provide outcomes of a good working engine. This happens with some tryouts, during which all the
components are presented as follows.
First tryout components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Air temperature in [°C]
Spark advance in [deg]
Timing (calculated)
Injection time in [ms]
Coil 1 charge time in [ms]
Coil 2 charge time in [ms]
Intake pressure in [mBar]
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•
•

Throttle position in [deg]
Throttle position in [%]

Second tryout components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time in [sec]
Engine speed in [rpm]
Engine temperature in [°C]
Injection time in [ms]
Misfires detected
Throttle position in [deg]
Lambda 1 signal (Pre-Cat.) in [V]
Lambda sensor 1 integrator in [%]
Lambda 1 status (Pre-Cat.)
Lambda 1 diagnosis (Pre-Cat.)
Canister fill in [%]

In the figure:
•
•

75, it is provided the first tryout.
76, it is given the second tryout.

Figure 75: First tryout components.

73

Figure 76: Second tryout components.

8.5.3 Bypassing components

After getting the final outcomes there are two problems that should be defined, which are focused
on bypassing the:
•

TDC sensor
In the figure 77, it is provided the information that the TDC position of each piston can be
defined by the ECU just by reading and synchronizing the signals of the rpm sensor. In the
table 26, it is presented the association between numbers and associated parameter of the
previous figure.

•

Lambda sensor
For bypassing the lambda sensor, the stochiometric ratio is used. In this way, the ECU
adjusts the fuel-air mixture.

Figure 77: Definition of TDC position.
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Number

Associated parameter

1

Cylinder TDC

2

Crankshaft angles

3

Crankshaft phonic wheel signal77

4

Camshaft wheel signal78

Table 26: Associated numbers & parameters of the figure 77.

77
78

Rpm sensor.
Engine timing.

75

Chapter 9 Data Processing
In this chapter, the procedure for data processing will be explained. This means that the following
information will be presenting:




the form of the extracted data
the required representation of the processed data
the procedure for this process

9.1 Representation of extracted data

The Multiecuscan diagnostics, via its software, extracts data from the ECU. These data are being
presented in the following forms of representation:
 raw numerical79
 as an explanation of the faulty components80
In the figures 78 & 79, it is able to understand the two above representations. It is important to
mention that, during the experiment it is understood that the delay of representation of the rpm
changes is negligible, as the software provides sampling outputs in fixed time intervals.

9.2 Required representation of processed data

The required representation of the outputs, should be graphical. The reason is, as mentioned above,
that it is easier to be understood and analyzed by students. As follows, a set of experiments should
be performed, which will give a set of outputs. A specific procedure will be chosen and defined to
process the data from the numerical to the graphical form, as explained in the following subchapter81.
In the following figures82, there are illustrated three graphical examples. The results can be seen in
the table 27, in which the following are presented:
•
•
•

79
80
81
82

number of figure
title of plot
explanation

In excel compatible file.
In text file.
Sub-chapter 9.3Process data procedure.
Referred to figures 80, 81 & 82.
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Figure 78: Raw numerical representation.

77

Figure 79: Text representation.

Figure

Title of plot

Explanation

80

Engine speed - time

It is associated to the ECU,
which is not synchronized.

81

Engine temperature – time

It is associated to the engine,
which is not working well.

82

Throttle position - time

It is associated to the engine,
which is working well.

Table 27: Explanation of the example figures.

78

Figure 80: Engine speed – time plot.

Figure 81: Engine temperature – time plot.

79

Figure 82: Throttle position – time plot.

9.3 Processing data procedure

The procedure that is analyzed in this sub-chapter, starts from the moment that the software
Multiecuscan records the data during an experiment, and it follows the procedure:




Store the data as a file with the extension .csv, which is composed by the:
i. raw numbers
ii. and names of the parameters under test.
Manipulate the data in Matlab, which is chosen due to the fact that it is a familiar software
for the team members. It is referred to the creation of a simple code, which is used to plot
the specific parameters.
Save the plots/graphical representations for analysis purposes.

In the figures 83 & 84, it are illustrated the example procedure. In the table 28, it is provided the
association of the:
•
•

figures
and procedure steps.

Finally, a documentation of outcomes in graphical form can be stored. This documentation can be
used for the results analysis part in the Chapter 10..
Figures

Procedure steps

83

Storing data in a .csv file extension.

84

Simple Matlab code for plotting.
Table 28: Explanation of procedure steps.

80

Figure 83: File .csv extension.

Figure 84: Matlab code for plotting.

9.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, it is analyzed the procedure and process of manipulating the raw numerical results
and transforming them to graphical representations. For achieving this, it is important to follow a
specific procedure that ideally should be as easy as possible to be understood by the students. The
outcome of this procedure is a documentation of graphical representations, which will be used for
the results analysis part.
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Chapter 10 Results Analysis
This chapter, focuses on the:
 analysis
 explanation
 comparison
of the results obtained from the performed tests.
The results, with their analysis, are divided in the three following cases:
Bosch Diagnostics
Multiecuscan :
i. The startup of the engine
ii. Engine working efficiently
 Simulink model83.
As a consequence of the analysis, a comparison between the most critical points will take place.



10.1 Results and Analysis

The number of the obtain results is critically big, thus it is impossible to illustrate and analyze all of
them. For this reason, the most important results will be presented. As it is mentioned above the
results will be presented in four different cases. For the first case, the results will be:
• obtained by the software Bosch diagnostics
• and illustrated collectively,
since no detailed numbers are illustrated. But for the results of the:
• Multiecuscan, an analysis of each component separately will be presented.
• Simulink model, engine speed will be provided84.

10.1.1 Bosch diagnostics results

In this case, the results are obtrained by an engine in a good working condition. And they are:



dependent on time
triggered and alternated by the throttle pedal

As mentioned above, Bosch Diagnostics provides not detailed enough outcomes, which are
presented in the three following graphs. One important detail is that, due to the fact that this specific
software introduces an important delay, then in the performed experiments it was possible to
represent only the parameters illustrated in the following graphs.
1.
For representing and analyzing the results of the graphical representations in the figure 85,
the parameters below are available. Moreover, in the table 29, it is given the association between
color of lines & parameters.
•

83
84
85

Coolant temperature85
It is visible that the coolant temperature is almost stable, with an amplitude of 5.300, and
measured in °C. It is notable that, when the rpm increases, it performs a small variation
downwards. The reason is that as the rpm increases, the temperature of the engine increases.
Consequently, the temperature of the coolant liquid increases, since it is trying to keep the
temperature needed.

Simulink model for a four-stroke, SI engine.
Theoretically, throttle angle and load torque should also be provided.
Measure the temperature of the coolant mix in the cooling system, giving an indication of how much heat the
engine is giving off.

82

Figure 85: First representation of Bosch results.

•

Injection duration86
Its amplitude is around 1.100, and measured in ms. It is obvious that, by increasing the rpm,
it performs a small decrease. In the case that the rpm decreases significantly, Injection
duration appears a dumping. When the rpm goes to the idle, it regains its original value. The
reason is that, when the rpm goes drastically downwards the ECU issues the signal to stop
the injection. In this way, the speed of the engine/vehicle can be fast reduced.

•

Ignition timing87
Its amplitude is 1.300 ÷ 6.800, and measured in °. Right before the increase of the rpm, the
ignition timing curve starts increasing. It is apparent, that it follows the ups and downs of the
rpm curve, but it is importantly amplified. The moment that the rpm dicreases drastically,
the ignistion timing follows exactly. The fuel does not burn when the spark fires, so it is
necessary for the ECU to advance or retard the spark timing. Thus the rotational speed of the
engine is able to change the time frame, during which the following are performed:
◦ Burning
◦ Expansion.
In this case, there is not retarding nor advancing.

•

Retarding ignition timing
The retarding of the ignition timing for each cylinder is 0°. As mentioned above, there is not
retarding of the ignition time, which justifies the zero amplitude.
Color of line

Parameter

Red

Coolant temperature

Green

Injection duration

Blue

Rpm

Violet

Retarding ignition timing

Purple

Ignition timing

Table 29: Association between line color & parameter for the first graph.
86
87

Injection duration is the period of time during which fuel enters the combustion chamber from the injector
In a spark ignition internal combustion engine, Ignition timing refers to the timing, relative to the current piston
position and crankshaft angle, of the release of a spark in the combustion chamber near the end of the compression
stroke
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2.
For representing and analyzing the results of the graphical representations in the figure 86,
the parameters below are available. Moreover, in the table 30, it is given the association between
color of lines & parameters.
•

Coolant temperature
As analyzed previously, the coolant temperature is almost stable with some small
fluctuation. But in this representation, since it is time based and the time analysis is not
analytical enough, the coolant temperature is stable.

•

Angle of throttle
Its amplitude reaches 1.100, and it is measured in °. It is obvious that when the angle of the
throttle pedal is open, the rpm is increased. Likewise, when the angle of the throttle pedal is
closed, then the rpm reaches the idle value. This happens because, the throttle opening is
directly linked to the increase or decrease of the engine's speed, since it inserts the air in the
engine.

•

Injection duration
As explained before, it is apparent that the moment that the rpm decreases, it reaches zero.

•

Ignition timing
As seen above, since the rpm decreases, the ignition time follows.

Figure 86: Second representation of Bosch results.

Color of lines

Parameters

Red

Coolant temperature

Blue

Rpm

Orange

Ignition timing

Green

Angle of throttle

Purple

Injection duration

Table 30: Association between line color & parameter for the second graph.

3.
For representing and analyzing the results of the graphical representations in the figure 87,
the parameters below are available. Moreover, in the table 31, it is given the association between
color of lines & parameters.
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•

Coolant temperature
As in the other graphs, it performs a small fluctuation, which in this case is visible because
the time analysis is detailed enough.

•

Intake air temperature
The amplitude is 3500, and it is measured in °C. It almost keeps its stability with a small
increase, which is expected because, as more air inserts, the rpm increases. The engine is
already warm and affects the intake air.

•

Minimum position of acceleration pedal
It is obvious that, it gets a default value of amplitude because in this project, the acceleration
pedal is not connected.

•

Mass of intake air88
It has an amplitude of 1000, and is measured in kg/h. Apparently, it is almost stable with
only a small increase during the increase of rpm. And the peak of the curve is at the same
time as the peak of the rpm curve. It behaves like this because, with an increase of air, there
is an increase of rpm, which means that right after the greatest volume of intake air follows
the peak of rpm. Thus when it dicreases, the rmp dicreases as well.

•

Angle of throttle
As explained above, it follows the rpm. When the rpm increases or decreases, it follows but
with an offset.

Figure 87: Third representation of Bosch results.

Color of lines

Parameters

Red

Coolant temperature

Green

Intake air temperature

Brown

Minimum position of acceleration pedal

Purple

Mass of intake air

Blue

Rpm

Orange

Angle of throttle

Table 31: Association between line color & parameter for the second graph.
88

Represents the volume of intake air.
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10.1.2 The startup of the engine results

The results are obtained , during the first tryouts of the test-bench, while testing89 each component
separately. But also, it is really important to contrast them with the rpm of each experiment. In this
way, it will be possible to understand that by the change of rpm, the measured values of the
different components change as well. Moreover, it is important to mention that the engine has just
started to work and the ECU doesn’t have enough data to control efficiently the engine. Thus, the
following measurements of the components are time and rpm dependent.
•

Injectors
In the figure 88, two different testings are illustrated. The two testings are presented to
provide the injection time as time & rpm dependent.
◦ In the first, it is apparent that the injection is happening during the changing state of rpm,
and more specifically it follows the rpm. This example gives the good working condition
of the test-bench.
◦ In the second, since the rpm fluctuates strongly, then the injection's time is also
fluctuating. This example gives the faulty working condition of the test-bench.

•

Stepper motor
In the figure 89, it is obvious that the stepper motor follows the rpm. As long as the:
• rpm fluctuates, then the stepper motor fluctuates
• rpm stops, then the stepper motor goes to the idle condition.
Throttle
In the figure 90, it is illustrated the rpm changes of the throttle opening. When the rpm stops,
then the throttle doesn't close immediately, but with a delay. This delay shows a problem of
the test-bench.

•

89

•

Sparks
In the figure 91, it is illustrated:
◦ First, the wrong behavior of the test-bench, as the spark advance fluctuates in an
unstable way, when the rpm fluctuates.
◦ Second, a normal behavior of the test-bench. The spark is performed, only when the rpm
triggers it.

•

Lambda
Apparently, the lambda does not work properly. The signal is random and not coherent to the
rpm, as seen in the figure 92.

The Multiecuscan diagnostics is used for these testings.
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Figure 88: Injection time as rpm & time dependent.

Figure 89: Stepper motor as rpm & time dependent.

87

Figure 90: Throttle position as rpm & time dependent.

Figure 91: Spark advance as rpm & time dependent.

88

Figure 92: Lambda as rpm & time dependent.

•

90

Knock sensor
For the knock sensor and from the results in the figure 9390, it is obvious that in a specific
time and rpm, as set in the figure 94, the combustion in three first cylinders, is correct. But
the combustion in cylinder 4 is not correct.

In this figure the c1, c2, c3 & c4 refer to the cylinder 1, 2, 3 & 4.

89

Figure 93: Knock sensor results for all four cylinders.

Figure 94: Rpm associated to the knock sensor testing.

•

Engine temperature
In the three following testings, there are presented the following situations in faulty
condition, as seen in the figure 95.
90

◦ First, the rpm is increasing, but the temperature starts increasing after a great delay.
◦ Second, the rpm is fluctuating and after some time it reaches zero. But the temperature
of the engine escalates even after the zero rpm. After a great delay the temperature goes
to zero as well.
◦ Third, the rpm starts fluctuating, but the temperature is already high and drops to zero
even when the rpm keeps fluctuating.
•

TDC, absolute pressure & canister
Due to limited time and funding, these specific sensors are not implemented. Thus, no
results available.

91

Figure 95: Engine temperature as rpm & time dependent.

92

10.1.3 Engine working efficiently results

The results are acquired, during the testing91 of a good working test-bench, while testing each
component separately. A contrast with the rpm will be performed once more to understand the
analysis, since the triggering for the parameters is the rpm change. In this phase, the ECU has gotten
synchronized and is able to control the actuators and:
• read
• and analyze
the data from the sensors. Since the performed testings are many in number, in this analysis only the
most important are presented. The changes of the parameters/components are time and rpm
dependent. The analysis is going to follow three different testings with several components
contrasted.

91
92
93

•

First testing
In the first testing, as seen in the figure 96, it is apparent that the rpm is changing in time,
which means that the following components are being triggered:
◦ Injection time is fluctuating. Starts when rpm starts and stops when rpm stops.
◦ Throttle angle is increasing and decreasing accordingly, with a small delay92.
◦ Engine temperature is increasing once the engine is turned on, and decreasing when:
▪ the rpm goes to zero
▪ there is no idle
▪ the engine off
◦ Lambda and Canister are not working. Due to limited time and funding, it is not possible
to change them with new ones.

•

Second testing
In the second testing, as given in the figure 97, it is apparent that the rpm is changing in
time, which means that the following components are being triggered:
◦ Spark advance is approximately following the ups and downs of the rpm. Starts when
rpm starts and stops when rpm stops.
◦ Spark ignition is representing the signal of spark in coils 1&4, 3&2.
◦ Absolute intake pressure is changing in inverse proportion to the throttle opening. When
rpm increases, then throttle opening increases and absolute intake pressure decreases.

•

Third testing
In the third testing, as provided in the figure 98, it is apparent that the rpm is changing in
time, which means that the stepper motor is changing as well93. When the rpm stops the idle
starts.

•

TDC and knock sensor.
Due to limited time and funding, these sensors are not implemented. Thus, no results are
available.

The Multiecuscan diagnostics is used for this testing.
In this case, it is negligible.
Following the rpm.
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Figure 96: First testing of a good working engine.

94

Figure 97: Second testing of a good working engine.

Figure 98: Third testing of a good working engine.
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10.1.4 Simulink model result

The simulink mathematical model of an SI four-stroke engine, which is presented in the chapter 2,
provides this project with an output signal, which is illustrated in the figure 99. The simulation
gives outcomes for the engine and not for the test-bench94. The outcomes give information about
the:
• rpm
• and smooth correction of the signal.
As a result, this testing presents outcomes from rpm control.

Figure 99: Output signal plot of the simulink model.

10.2 Comparison

In this sub-chapter, the reference signals of all the components, which are provided in the chapter 7,
will be compared with:
• the Bosch
• and Multiecuscan
diagnostics results95.
On the other hand, the result of the simulink model of the engine cannot be compared to the
reference signals. This happens because the reference signals provide outcomes that give
information about the condition of the engine, but the simulink model provides an example of
smoothing the curve96 of the rpm.

10.2.1 Comparison with Bosch diagnostics results

By comparing the reference signals with the results of the Bosch diagnostics, which are presented in
the sub-chapter 10.1.1, it is visible that they cannot be compared as component by component but as
concept. This means that based on the:
•
94
95
96

theory

Refers to the whole system, with all its components.
Both faulty & good working conditions.
Refers to control of rpm.
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• and explanation
in this report, then the parameter results:
•
•

are logically correct
and prove the good working condition of the engine.

10.2.2 Comparison with Multiecuscan diagnostics startup results

By comparing the reference signals with the results of the Multiecuscan diagnostics during startup,
which are presented in the sub-chapter 10.1.2, it is visible that they can be exactly compared as
component by component. As a consequence, based on the:
• theory
• explanation
• and reference signals,
the comparison gives the information that the engine is not synchronized, thus it is not working
efficiently.

10.2.3 Comparison with Multiecuscan diagnostics working efficiently results

By comparing the reference signals with the results of the Multiecuscan diagnostics in good
working condition, which are presented in the sub-chapter 10.1.3, it is visible that they can be
exactly compared as component by component. As a consequence, based on the:
• theory
• explanation
• and reference signals,
the comparison gives the information that the engine is synchronized, and working efficiently.
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Chapter 11 Conclusions and future work
In this chapter, there are presented the following:
•

Future work
The intention is to substitute gradually and completely the ECU with the arduino. One
important advantage is, that with the arduino there are many ways to store the data, since it
can be connected to different softwares. The first sensor to try is selected to be the rpm
sensor. In this way, it will be easy to understand this specific implementation and if
successful, it can lead to expansion for all the instrumentation and actuators for this project.
Unfortunately, due to limited time and funding, this part of the project stopped at the need of
an electronic circuit for reducing the output voltage of the sensor.

•

Conclusions
In this sub-chapter, it will be included the conclusions of the whole test-bench report.

11.1 Test of the rpm sensor

The goal is to create a small testing procedure to simulate the rpm sensor and the data aquisition of
it. The main components that are needed are the :
•
•
•
•
•

generator to supply the DC motor
DC motor with a rotating wheel in the form of 3 teeth97
rpm sensor
oscilloscope
arduino98

The main component that needs to be studied is the rpm sensor, as seen in the figure 100. After
studying and comparing it is decided that the type of the sensor is magnetic inductive 99 sensor. The
internal resistance of this sensor, is verified and measured to be equal to 927Ω. At this point, it is
important to check the performance of the sensor with the help of an oscilloscope, as seen as an
example in the figure 101.

Figure 100: Rpm sensor for future work.
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98
99

Simulation of a phonic wheel.
Hardware & software.
Crank

98

The output signal of a magnetic inductive sensor, must be an AC sinusoidal voltage. The AC voltage
value is proportional to the speed of the wheel. But the most important element is the measurement
of the frequency. The rpm value is provided by the frequency.

Figure 101: Example of the oscilloscope screen .

In the table 32, it is performed the measurement testing for verifying the highest value of AC
voltage that the output may give.
Steps

Supply voltage

Output Current

Frequency measured

1

1V

1.37A

10Hz

2

1.5V

1.37A

20Hz

3

2V

1.46A

11Hz

4

2.5V

1.46A

28Hz

5

3V

1.46A

53Hz

6

3.5V

1.46A

61Hz

7

4V

1.5A

69Hz

8

4.5V

1.5A

82Hz

9

5V

1.56A

92Hz

10

5.5V

1.56A

101Hz

11

6V

1.65A

112Hz

12

6.5V

1.65A

120Hz

13

7V

1.7A

134Hz

14

7.5V

1.71A

142Hz

15

8V

1.78A

152Hz

Table 32: Measurement of the rpm sensor.
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For the testing procedure, it is decided to increase the voltage every 0.5V, because the changes are
not big enough to support more testing points.
The next part is to integrate it with Arduino, so that it will be able to read the output 100, and calculate
the rpm value. For this reason, an electronic circuit should be built, with which the output voltage
will be reduced to the range of 0V ÷ 5V 101. The proposed electronic circuit is an « instrumentation
amplifier ».
The procedure below is followed to store and plot the frequency duration data of the teeth of the
rotating wheel.
I. Code for measuring the duration of the frequency.
Code :
volatile int16_t pwm = 0; //pwm value
volatile int16_t trig = 0; //timer value
float freq;
long duration;
#define pin 2 //pin the interrupt is attached to
void intHandler() //function to call on interrupt
{
if(digitalRead(pin)) //if the pin is low to HIGH, note the time
{
trig = micros();
}
else
{
pwm = micros()-trig; //if it is high to low, end the time
}
}
void setup(){
pinMode(pin, INPUT); //set the pin to input
attachInterrupt(0,intHandler,CHANGE); //attach the interrupt function "intHandler" to
"pin" whenever the state changes
pinMode (9, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600); //begin serial comms
//TCCR1B = TCCR1B & B11111000 | B00000101; // for PWM frequency of 30.64 Hz
//TCCR1B = TCCR1B & B11111000 | B00000010; // for PWM frequency of 3921.16 Hz
TCCR1B = TCCR1B & B11111000 | B00000001; // set timer 1 divisor to 1 for PWM
frequency of 31372.55 Hz
}
II. Code for printing the data. In the figure 102, it is illustrated an example codefor this reason.

100
101

Voltage & frequency.
It is the range that arduino can read.

100

Figure 102: Example code for printing data.

III. Code for python to read and store the data in a text file. In the figure 103, it is presented an
example code for this purpose.

101

Figure 103: Example code for storing data in a text file.

11.2 Conclusion

In this sub-chapter, it is included the conclusion of the whole report, in which it is provided the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

statement of the purpose and the proposed method to use for this project.
theoretical explanation of the most important components and specifications of the engine
and test-bench, for understanding its functionality.
design and fabrication of the components that are designed and provided only in this report.
analytical analysis of the instrumentation and actuators, which are used for the test-bench.
calibration, which is focused on the reference signals of the components used and the ECU
self-adaptation.
testing procedure with its every testing step that is followed.
data processing, for explaining which exactly is the procedure followed for the data
acquisition.
analysis of the results, for understanding the condition of the engine in every state
future work project, for substitution of the ECU.

By collecting all the previous, it is obvious that this project is developed in well organized and
strategically structured steps. At first, the theoretical training is taking place. After the method
strategy is defined, in order for estimating the work needed. As the project is being developed,
the:
*design
*calibration
*and testing procedure,
are establishing and modifying the already existing method on line102.
Finally, data acquisition and analysis complete this project. In addition, the future work prepares
the next steps for the expansion of this project.

102

means that the method is being modified as it is evolving.
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